List No: following books published from SALAR JUNG MUSEUM: Hyderabad: South India: Medieval History, & Mughal History, Journals: etc.

1. Jewels of the Nizams: (jewels of the nizams documents this unique collection of jewels that give credence to legends, apocryphal tales & fading memories of a fabulously wealthy dynasty that rules the deccan for seven generations. Nizams of Hydrabad, Reputed to be the Richest Men in the world. There are over 25,000 Diamonds weighting in Excess of 12,000 carats, more than 2,000 emeralds, weighing over 10,000 carats, and pearls exceeding 40,000 chows. Editor: Carmen Kagal, Design by Design Temple, (with Hyderabad Memoirs of a city as well as prince, poet, lover, builder a biography of Muhammad quli shah, the Founder of Hyderabad..) this books published by Dept. of Culture, Govt. of India, New Delhi, 2001, ISBN 81-85832-15-3, Printing: Silver Point, Size, 13/10 inches. Pp 240, index, photocredits, bibliography, glossary, index, notes, catalogues, with over 1000 colour photographs, nice production, nice get up, nice paper, Super Quality, etc, with maps, chronology, etc. Rs.5000/-


4. Decorative Arts Of India: Editor: M.L. Nigan. (with 35 Articles by Various Authors: some articles. Temple jewellery, the tradition jewellery of Kannataka, gems in the Gupta age,: a literary views, by Ajay Mitra sastri, ornamentation aspects of ancient Indian coins and seals, by Prof. K.D. Bajpai, kuchipudi dance, metalware of mughal period, decorative motifs in Islamic art of the deccan with special reference to jails, etc.) Hyderabad, 1987. Royal Size, pp 320, xxiii, with 88 plates, figures, ornaments, cloths, ivory, etc. Rs. 900/-

5. Pahari Miniature in the Salar Jung Museum; by D. Bhaskara Rao. The pahari school with nearly 120 example illustrates a variety of themes relating to Ramayana, bhagavata purana, poetic narratives on social life from such literary works as Madhumalati, ragamala Nayaka-Nayikaveda, etc. with regional sub-schools here are from Basholi, Bilaspur, Cham- ba, guler, kangra, garhwal and mankot, etc. Hyderabad, 1996, pp 54, viii, with 34 plates, royal size. Rs. 700/-


9. Contemporary paintings of Karnataka; by Dr. A.K.V.S. Reddy. Text & Catalogue: by J. Kedareswari. Cover design: S.C. Lall. The Salar Jung Museum has organized the Exhibition! Contemporary Paintings of Karnataka! on 8th April, 2000. This Catalogue on Documents the Exhibition & gives briefs the biography of the Artists* whos work are on display…. Hyderabad, 2001, royal size, size, 10/7 inches. Pp 52, vi, with 45 colour paintings, and 18 painter’s photographs. Rs. 450/-

10. SALAR JUNG MUSEUM Bi-Annual Journal: Following Books:


Vol- XIII & XIV: 1980-81: Contribution of Islam to Indian Art: Editor: M.L. Nigam. Deccani textiles & costumes during the medieval period, painted textiles for the Islamic Courts, deccani miniatures, the art of Islamic book binding, kasmiri sawls,…) pp 118, xvi, with 26 plates, and a colour plates. Rs. 600/-


Part-2: Museology its new role in the changing Indian context, with 14 articles. By various authors) pp 128,xii, with 7 plates, royal size. Rs.600/-

Vol-XXV- XXVI: 1988-1989: Editor: Dr. I.K.Sharma,( with 9 articles, by various authors) Royal size, pp 122,xiii, with 79 figures. Rs. 600/-


Volume-1: Concerning 435 MSS. Of History: Compiled by Muhammad Ashraf. Introduction by Dr. Zakir Hussain. It covers general history, Islamic history, and the Histories of the middle – east and India, from the earliest times down to the beginning of the present century. … India: early sultans, great mughals, provincial India: Assam, Bengal, berar, carnatics, the deccan. … Hyderabad, 1965, royal size, pp 610,42, with 14 plates, maximum text in English and some Persian text. Rs.900/-


Volume-6: Concerning 123 Mss. Of poetry, containing works of different poets, bound in one volume: Anthologies, Bayads and chungs. Compiled by Muhammad Ashraf. The earliest manuscripts contained in the volume, in point of the date of its composition, Belongs to the first quarter of the 11th century A.D. … Hyderabad, 1975, Royal Size. Pp 168, 135, xxvi, with 4 plates. Rs.750/-

Volume-7: Islamic Theology: Concerning 627 MSS. Of Islamic Theology: Compiled by Late Haji Maulana Muhammad Ashraf. This Volume is Specifically Devoted to Islamic Theology Containing Sunnite & Shite Theologies. Covers dated MSS. From 7th century A.H. to 13th Century A.H. & Undated MSS which can be placed between 8th Century A.H. to 14th Century. A.H. Hyderabad, 1980. Royal Size. Pp 400,150, 37, with plates, index, etc. English Text Some Persian Text. Rs.900/-


12. Catalogue of Arabic Manuscripts in the Salar Jung Museum & Library, Hyderabad, Following Books:

Volume-2: Concerning 367 Mss. The glorious Qur'an, its parts & fragments. Compiled by Muhammad Ashraf, the present catalogue deals mainly with the volumes of the quran in this museum. The fact that there are 368 volumes of the quran alone, out of which 221 are complete texts, offers clear evidence of the love of scholarship displayed by Indian Rulers in the middle ages… Hyderabad, 1962, royalsize, pp. 294, xviii, with 28 plates maximum in English text. Rs. 850/-


Volume-5: Prayers & Sufism: Concerning 318 Manuscripts on Prayers and Sufism of Islamic Theology. Compiled by Late Maulana Muhammad Ashraf, with a preface by Dr. M. L. Nigam, it covers manuscripts from late 7th century A.H./13th Century A.D. to 14th Century A.H./20th Century A.D. out of which fifteen are very Rare Works….


Volume-6: Concerning 286 Manuscripts on Encyclopaedia, Logic, Philosophy, ethics, Politics and dialects. Compiled by Late Muhammad Ashraf, ‘Rare Manuscripts: RASA’! Ilu! R-Razi, A! T-Tajrid –Fi! L-Mantig, is well known tract on logic written by author famous theological Nasiru’ddin Muhammad A!t-Tusi in 656/1258 ……

Hyderabad, 1989, royal size, pp 259, 10, with 5 plates, rebound. Rs. 900/-
Volume-7: Concerning 240 manuscripts on (Lexicography, Grammar, Rhetoric and Prosody) Compiled by Late Maulana Haji Muhammad Ashraf, with many rare manuscripts. Rare commentary, copies belongs to the 10th/16th century. etc. Hyderabad, 1993, royal size. Rebound. Pp 176, xii, with 6 plates, index, English and Arabic text, Rs. 800/-

Volume-8: Concerning 206 Manuscripts on Mathematics, Astronomy, Astrology, Medicine, Natural History, and Alchemy, compiled by late Muhammad Ashraf, Rare manuscripts, anonymous rare pharmacopoeia, arranged in alphabetically arranged For the quick reference of the physicians….etc. etc. Hyderabad, 2000, Royal Size. Pp 202, 14 with 6 plates, index (English & Some Arabic Text. Rs. 800/-
